Welcome!

#2017HHLConf

Health and Humanitarian Logistics 2017 Conference
Hossein Baharmand @HBaharmand · 11h

I hope we can have 1 minute silence tomorrow at #2017HHLConf for the victims of today's terrorist attack in #Tehran #WeAreUnited @CHHSgatech
Dr. Richard Brennan @WHO: new IASC procedures for large scale outbreaks, including activation of @logcluster. Ideal topic for #2017HHLConf.

Effective supply chain & logistics directly impact publichealth outcomes - Brennan @WHO #2017HHLCONF

Unwillingness of gov't to declare outbreaks; Rick Brennan w/ important reminder that UN system relies on official support #2017HHLConf
Six broad economic, demographic, and technological trends most likely to impact global health supply chains in 2030 and beyond:

1. Economic Growth
2. Shifting Disease Burden
3. Urbanization
4. Patient-centric Care
5. Generation Data
6. Innovation’s Tempo

Strategic Agility:
- The capacity of an organization to proactively identify and respond to emerging strategic challenges
- Three building blocks:
  - Strategic Sensitivity
  - Strategic Agility
  - Collective Commitment
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Paula F. risks the thrown tomatoes & says "we are asking of too much data collection from last mile workers" @GSSHealth unicef #2017HHLCONF

David Sarley @Davesarleywhu · 21h
#2017HHLCONF "we need @logcluster @healthcluster & @WASHCluster to coordinate around frequent cholera outbreaks" J.C.Aze WHO

Andy Cain @Andy_IHP · 16h
"Partnership development with the private sector is essential" #humanitarian NGO #pharma @ihp_uk #donations saving lives #2017HHLCONF @WHO

PSA Ltd. @PamelaSteeleLtd · 16h
Reflection required: "Last mile is changing & becoming more complex" @PFSCM at #2017HHLConf
Demonstration of Ebola Community Care Centre. Pretty sobering #2017hhlconf
On Day 2, Reflections on Day 1

• Discuss with 3-4 people around you
  • One thing that you learned
  • One new conversation that you plan to have next week
  • One activity that you added to your To Do list
On Day 3, Reflections on Day 2

• Discuss with 3-4 people around you
  • One thing that you learned
  • One new conversation that you plan to have next week
  • One activity that you added to your To Do list
  • One topic Health & Humanitarian Logisticians need to do more about in the Future
Reflections & The Future

• Movement from logistics to supply chains, new models for contractual relationships that are not just product oriented, nature of system, provision of services around the products, (financing, delivery, education, training, etc.)

• Last mile: engaging in technology to collect information ($$)—cost-effective solutions that aren’t too expensive (sustainable and efficient)

• Opportunity: recognition of importance of “systems”, tackling the broader context of the value proposition, connecting the ecosystems, different types of business models

• Collaboration will be the key (even with technologies in place), including covering more and more skills that will be needed

• Local solutions are vital, listen to the community

• Technology to support human capacity building, scaling and reaching further

• On technology:
  • When technology isn’t in place, some things can be done with processes,
  • Starbucks: “make it great, then automate”, don’t lead with technology

• (Technology, logistics, information) solutions exist, but not the financial solution (e.g., business model, how money flows, incentives, including for individuals as well as organizations in the system, etc.)

• Gender: we should be doing more. What to put in place? Cover more next year also. Experts on structural and practical ways.

• Capacity building: simplicity of the services (e.g., 10 counties in Kenya work), “basic solutions” for the health facilities

• Continuing the discussion and professionalism and capacity building
  • I A P H L (International Association for Public Health Logisticians), global, expert to newcomers, free association, English & French, “humanitarians” also welcomed
  • H L A (Humanitarian Logistics Association): practitioners, academics, industry, etc.
  • Linked in groups, facebook groups, twitter
• MORNING SESSIONS THAT WERE FOR AUDITORIUM 1 ARE NOW IN THE “VIP” ROOM UPSTAIRS
CHHS Georgia Tech @CHHSgtach - 4h
Food Aid supply chain cost effectiveness workshop by Cellem Brun
@Northeastern, Keith Chabata @WorldVision, Koen Peters @WFP
#2017HLCONF

Day 2 highlights

CHHS Georgia Tech Retweeted
Raj Ganesh @Rajganesh - 2h
Session on Transforming Vaccine Supply Chains #2017HLCONF

CHHS Georgia Tech @CHHSgtach - 4h
Medical KiDines in Rwanda presentation by @KiFIS at #2017HLCONF. Video can be found by searching: ups relief link improved lives of refugees

CHHS Georgia Tech Retweeted
Taylor Wilkerson @TWHWilkerson - 3h
Improving supply chain agility through temp stability of vaccines @PRTHbriets #2017HLCONF

CHHS Georgia Tech Retweeted
Mónica @Monaevens - 2h
Flip cup? No. The Beer Game? Nope. It’s a vaccine supply chain simulation! @UNICEF #vaccines4all #2017HLCONF

CHHS Georgia Tech Retweeted
Erin Larsen-Cooper @Erinlcooper - 52m
Paull Llabre @unicef supply. Should tools to fix equipment be procured along with the equipment? #2017HLCONF

Basic BMET tools

The issues
- Most often supplied with small budgets

Solution
- Defined standard
- Centralized procurement mechanisms

Jarrod Goentzel @pgoentzel - 59m
#2017HLCONF Gabriel Oye Ighoma of @GS1Nigeria uses bottle in the room to illustrate slide fact: 5 billion barcodes scanned/day globally.

CHHS Georgia Tech Retweeted
Taylor Wilkerson @TWHWilkerson - 3h
Improving supply chain agility through temp stability of vaccines @PRTHbriets #2017HLCONF

CHHS Georgia Tech Retweeted
Paul Llabre @unicef supply. Should tools to fix equipment be procured along with the equipment? #2017HLCONF

Basic BMET tools

The issues
- Most often supplied with small budgets

Solution
- Defined standard
- Centralized procurement mechanisms

Jarrod Goentzel @pgoentzel - 59m
#2017HLCONF Gabriel Oye Ighoma of @GS1Nigeria uses bottle in the room to illustrate slide fact: 5 billion barcodes scanned/day globally.
Taylor Wilkerson @THWilkerson · 2h
Hanson of @UNICEF discusses increasing instances of #vaccine freeze exposure #2017HHLCONF